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ABSTRACT 
It is proved that any non-archimedean non-normable Fr6chet space with a Schauder basis and a 
continuous norm has a quotient without the bounded approximation property. It follows that any 
infinite-dimensional non-archimedean Fr6chet space, which is not isomorphic to any of the following 
spaces: co, co x IN • , K r~ ,Co N, has a quotient without a Schauder basis. Clearly, any quotient ofc 0 and IK N 
has a Schauder basis. It is shown a similar result for co x IN ~ and c~. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper all linear spaces are over a non-archimedean non-trivially valued field 
K which is complete under the metric induced by the valuation I • I : K --+ [0, oc). 
For fundamentals of locally convex Hausdorff spaces (lcs) and normed spaces we 
refer to [5,6,12]. 
Any infinite-dimensional Banach space of  countable type is isomorphic (i.e., 
linearly homeomorphic) to the Banach space co of all sequences in 1f~ converging to 
zero (with the sup-norm) [12, Theorem 3.16], so it has a Schauder basis. It is also 
known that any infinite-dimensional Fr6chet space of  finite type is isomorphic to the 
Frdchet space IK N of  all sequences in IK with the topology o fpointwise convergence 
[7, Theorem 7], so it has a Schauder basis. 
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In [8] we constructed examples of nuclear Fr6chet spaces without a Schauder 
basis. Thus we solved the problem stated in [2], whether any Fr6chet space of 
countable type has a Schauder basis. In [9] we proved that any infinite-dimensional 
Fr6chet space, which is not isomorphic to any of the following spaces: co, co x 
INN, INN, contains a closed subspace without a Schauder basis (even without a 
strongly finite-dimensional Schauder decomposition). 
In this paper, using some ideas of [4,10,13], we show that any non-normable 
K6the space has a quotient without he bounded approximation property (in partic- 
ular, without a Schauder basis) (Theorem 3). It follows that any infinite-dimensional 
Fr6chet space with a Schauder basis, which is not isomorphic to any of the 
following spaces: co, co x IN N, INN, Co N, possesses a quotient without the bounded 
approximation property (Corollary 6). Thus any infinite-dimensional Fr6chet space, 
which is isomorphic to none of the following spaces: co, co x IK TM, INN, c~, has a 
quotient without a Schauder basis (Corollary 7). 
Obviously, any quotient of co and INN has a Schauder basis. We show a similar 
result for co x K N and c~ (Proposition 9). 
Any Fr6chet space of countable type is isomorphic to a closed subspace of the 
Fr6cbet space c~ [2, Remark 3.6]; clearly, co N has a Schauder basis. We show that 
there exist Fr6chet spaces of countable type and with continuous norms that are 
not isomorphic to any subspace of a Fr6chet space with a Schander basis and a 
continuous norm (see Proposition 4). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The linear space of all continuous linear operators from a lcs E to itself will be 
denoted by E(E). 
A sequence (Xn) in a lcs E is a Schauder basis of E if each x c E can be written 
oo uniquely as x = ~n=l  anXn with oen e K, n E N, and the coefficient functionals 
fn : E ~ K, x -+ O/n (n E 1~) are continuous. 
A lcs E has the bounded approximation property if there exists a sequence (An) C 
/;(E) with dimAn(E) < o0, n ~ N, such that limn A~x = x for all x ~ E. Of course 
any lcs E with a Schauder basis has the bounded approximation property. 
By a seminorm on a linear space E we mean a function p : E ~ [0, oe) such 
that p(otx) = Iotlp(x) for all ot ~ K, x 6 E and p(x + y) <. max{p(x), p(y)} for all 
x, y e E. A seminorm p on E is a norm i fkerp  := {x ~ E: p(x) = 0} = {0}. 
Two norms p, q on a linear space E are equivalent if there exist two positive 
numbers a, b such that ap(x) <~ q(x) <. bp(x) for every x e E. Every two norms on 
a finite-dimensional linear space are equivalent. 
A lcs E is offinite type if for each continuous eminorm p on E the quotient 
space E~ kerp is finite-dimensional: A metrizable lcs E is of countable type if it 
contains a linearly dense countable set. 
A Frdchet space is a metrizable complete lcs. 
A non-decreasing sequence (p~) of continuous eminorms on a Fr6chet space E 
is a base ofseminorms on E if for any continuous eminorm p on E there is k E N 
such that p ~< Pk. 
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Let (e~) be a Schauder basis in a Fr6chet space E. Let (jn) C N be an increasing 
sequence with jl = 1 and let (Otn) C IN with maxj,<<,i<j,+l I~1 > 0, n 6 N. Put Xn = 
-"~ Jn+1-1 i=j~ oriel, n 6 N. The sequence (x,) is a block sequence of  (en). Clearly, (x~) 
is a Schauder basis of  its closed linear span in E. 
Let B = (bn,k) be an infinite matrix consisting of  positive real numbers and 
satisfying the condition Vn, k ~ N: b~,k ~ bn,k+l. The K6the space associated with 
the matrix B is the Fr6chet space 
K(B)  = {(O/n) E ][~N: iCtn Ib~,k ---~n 0 for any k 6 N} 
with the base (11" Ilk) o f  norms: II (oe,)Ilk = k max~ IOen Ibn,~, k 6 N. The sequence (en) 
&coordinate vectors is a Schauder basis of  K(B)  (see [1, Proposition 2.2]). 
The K6the space K(B)  is nuclear if and only if for any i E N there exists j E N 
such that b~,ib~,~ --+~ 0 [1, Proposition 3.5]. 
Any infinite-dimensional Fr6chet space with a Schauder basis and a continuous 
norm is isomorphic to some K6the space [1, Proposition 2.4]. 
3. RESULTS 
Let K = K (B) be a nuclear K6the space. Without loss of  generality we can assume 
that bn,kb~,~+ 1 --~n 0 for any k E N. Let E be a linear subspace of  K and let k E N. 
Put Ilxllk = ksupn [x~lb~,k for x = (xn) 6 K N. It is easy to check that the set Ek = 
{X E ]~N. [I x __ X m Ilk --~m 0 for some (x m) C E} is a linear subspace ofIK r~ and II" Ilk 
is a norm on Ek. A standard computation shows that the normed space (Ek, II • II~) 
is complete. Thus (E~, II • 11~) is the completion of  (E, II • Ilk). 
In order to get our main result we need two lemmas. The second one is a simple 
modification of  Lemma 2 of  [ 13]. 
Lemma 1. There exists a closed subspace L of (K ,  [[- Ill ) such that K j N Li ~- Li + l 
for all i, j E N with i < j. 
Proof. Let C~E IK with 0 < I~] < 1. For any (n, j )  E N x N there exists an,j E K 
with Lotlb~,j < lan,j] ~ bn,j. Let ~o:N x N x N ~ N be an injection such that the 
-1  sequence (]a~o(i,j,n),i+la~(i,j,n),j+ll)~= 1 is decreasing for any (i, j )  E N x N. Put 
k~; 1 = ~o(i, j, n) for i, j, n ~ N. It is easy to see that 
{ n } 
L = x E K: xk~,,{ak~,j+ 1 = ~_,Xkz,~_lak;,~_l,i+ 1 for all i, j ,n  ~ N 
v=l 
is a closed subspace of (K, II • i[1). 
We shall prove that Kj M Li ~ Li+l for all i, j E N with i < j .  Let i, j E N 
• . _ ]  
with i < j, Put kn =ktn 'J for n E N. Set x~2n_ 1= akzn_l,j+ 1 for n E N, xkan = 
(~v=l Xk2v-lakzv-1 i+l)a j+l for n E N, and Xs = 0 for s E (N \ {k,: n E N}). 
We shall show thatx = (x,) ~ [(Kj A Li) \ Li+I]. 
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m First, we prove that x ~ Kj.  Let m ~ N. Put x/c, = Xkn for 1 ~< n ~< 2m, and Xs m = 0 
for s E (N \ {k l , . .  k2m}). Clearly, x m = tx ~ '~ • ' "~ n "n=l E g .  We have 
(*l) [Xk2n_llbk2._l,j <. lot-1 -1 b Ibk2n_ l , j+ l  k2n-l , J  -+n  O. 
Since the sequence ([akn,i+lak~,j+l I)n=l is decreasing we get 
( *2)  [Xkznak2n,j+l[ = kzv_ la+lak2v_ l , j+  1 = [ak l , i+ lak l , j+ l l ,  n e N. 
Hence 
- I  -1  
Ix~c2. Ib/c2,,,J = I a/c, i+la/c 1 ,j+l }lak2..j+I [bk2.,J 
(*3) ~ }akl,i+lakllj+l}}Ot-1}bk-21,j+lbka.,j "+n O.
Thus Ilx - x m [[j = j SUpn>2m Ix/c, Ibk,,j "'>m 0, SO X E K j .  
m Now, we prove that x ~ Li. Let m ~ N. Put y/cm = x/c, for 1 <~ n <~ 2m, Y/C2~+1 - 
a-1 rn --Xk2makzm,J +1 k2m+|,i+l' and Ys = 0 for s ~ (N \ {kl . . . . .  k2m+l}). 
Clearly, ym = r- m)~ ~Ys s=l ~ K. Since 
and 
k Z Ykm2~,-1 ak2~_l,i+l = Xk2v-1 a/c2v-,,i+l 
v=l v=l  
__  m 
= Xk2n ak2n, j + 1 - -  Yk2n ak2n. j + 1 for 1 ~<n <~m, 
?l m 
Zy~2v_ lak2v_ l , i+ lZma n t -m a ' m = Yk2o-1 /c2v-l,t+l Yk2m+l k2m+l,t+l 
v=l v=l  
Xk2mak2m,j+l  -- X/c2m ak2m, j+l  ~ 0 
m a 
= Yk2. k2n,J +1 for n >~ m + 1, 
then ym E L. 
Using ('1), (*3) and (*2)  we  get Jxk,}b/c,,i ---*n 0 and 
m b lYk2r~+,l k2m+l,i ~- [Xk2mak2m,j+ll{ak21m+l,i+llbk2m+l,i  
<~ }a/c,,i+lak-~l,j+lllot-l[bk-21,,+,,i+lbk2,,,+l,i -+m O. 
m b Thus [Ix - ymlti = i max{[Xk2m+l - y~2,.+l[ /c2,n+1,i, sup,,>2m+2 [X/Cn Ib/c.,i} "-+m O, so 
xEL i .  
Finally, we show that x ¢ Li+l. Let z c L. Then ]Zk2 n Ib/c2n,j+a --+n O. By (*2) we 
have 
IXk2nlbk2n,j4-I = lak l , i+ lak l l l J+[ l lak2~j+l lbk2n , j+ l  
a ' l  >la<.i+l <,j+lt, 
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Thus there exists m 6 N such that [Xk2m I > Izk2m I. Using (*2) we get 
a-1  
la+":,,+÷ I +l,j+ll--[Xk2mak2m,j÷l[ = l(x~++m -- Zk2m)akmm,j+ll 
m 
= Z(Xk2v_ l  -- Zk2v_l)akZv_l,i÷l 
v=l 
~< max Ix+zv_ 1- zk2+_llbk2v_l,i+l <~ Ilx - zlli+l. 
l<~v~m 
It fo l lows that  x ~ Li+l,  so Kj  f"l Li ~ Li+l. [] 
Lemma 2. Let F be a Frdchet space with a base o f  norms (1" I1+). I f  F has the 
bounded approximation property, then there exist i, j ~ N with i < j such that any 
Cauchy sequence in (F, [ - l j) which converges to 0 in (F, [ • [/) is convergent to 0 in 
(F, I' Ii+~). 
Proof. Let (An) C 12 (F) with dimAn(F) < ec, n ~ N, such that Anx --~ x for all 
x c F. By the Banach-Steinhaus theorem [5, Theorem 3.37] the operators An, n 
rg, are equicontinuous. Thus there exist i, j c l~l with i < j such that 
maxlA,,xll <~ Ixli and maxlAnxli+l ~ Ixl# for al lx c F. 
n gt 
Since dimAn(F) < oo, n E N, then 
VncN3cn>OVxcF :  IAnx l i+ l~cn lAnx l l .  
Let (x m) be a Cauchy sequence in (F, I" I j) which converges to 0 in (F, [. Ii). 
Let e > 0. Then there exist t ,n , s  E N such that ]x m - x tlj <~ E for m >>. t, Ix t - 
A'+x t Ii+l ~< e, and cn Ix m li <~ e for m ~> s. Hence, for m ~> max{t, s} we have 
[x+'nli+1 ~ max{Ix m -- xtti+l , Ix + -- Anxtli+1, IA,+(x +-  xm)li+l , ]A'+xmli+l} <~ e. 
Thus  Ixmli+l --'>m O. [] 
In [10, Theorem 2.3], we have proved that any Schauder basis in a non-normable 
Fr6chet space has a block sequence whose closed linear span is nuclear. Using this 
theorem and Lemmas 1 and 2 we obtain 
Theorem 3. Any non-normable Kiithe space has a quotient without the bounded 
approximation property. 
Proof. Let K ° = K(B  °) be a non-normable K6the space with the standard base 
(11 • 11 °) of  norms. By Theorem 2.3 of  [10], the coordinate basis (e'+) of  K ° has 
a block sequence (x'+) whose closed linear span F is nuclear, We will show that 
F is closed in (K °, 1[-I1°). Let (ym) C F and y e K ° with Ily m - yll ° ---->m 0. We 
have Ily m - yll ° --- maxn ly m - ynlb° l ,  where (ym)'+~_ 1 = ym for m E N, (Yn) = Y, 
and o B o. m (b'+,k) = Hence Yn -->m Y'+ for any n c N. For some increasing sequence 
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~--.Jn+l-- 1(jn) C N with j l  = 1 and some (Otn) C K we have Xn = ~..,i=j,, otiei, n • N. For 
any n • N there is ~o(n) • ~ with j~(,) ~< n < j¢(~)+1. Moreover, for every m • N 
there exists (Rm)OOt,,n n=l C K such that ym = Zn~_l ~Xn. Clearly, y2 = t~o(n)Olnm for 
n, m • N. I f  n • N and an = 0, then Yn -=-- limm yn m = 0. For n • N with an # 0 
m we have  Ego(n) = ymotn 1--+m YnOt~ 1. It follows that there exists (/3n) C K such that 
Yn = Otnfl~o(n), n • N. Thus 
oo oo / / J k+ l -1 )k~l  
Y= n=lY~t~°(n)Olnen = k=lY'~6k/ n~=jk Otnen = = ~kXk, 
soy•F .  
Of course, F is isomorphic to a nuclear K6the space K = K(B) with the standard 
-1 base (11 • Ilk) of  norms such that bn,kbn,k+ 1 -+n 0 for any k • N. Let T:  K -+ F be 
an isomorphism. Put [[] x ]ilk = II T- ix  Ilk for x • F, k • N. Without loss of  generality, 
we can assume that IIx It ° ~< Illx Illk ~< IIx H°+l for x • F, k • N. By Lemma 1.1 of  [3], 
there exists a base ([[[. [[I °) of  norms on K °, such that IIIxlll ° = Illxfflk for x • F, 
k • N and Ilxll ° ~< IIIxlll ° ~< Ilxl[°+l forx  • K °, k • N. 
Using Lemma I we get a closed subspace L of  (K, [[ • IIi) such that Kj f"l Li 
Li+l for all i, j • N with i < j .  Put L ° = T(L). 
Suppose that the quotient E = (K°/L  °) has the bounded approximation property. 
Put Ix + L°lk = infy~LO II[x -t- ylll ° for x • K °, k • N. By Lemma 2, there exist 
i, j • N with i < j such that any Cauchy sequence in (E, [ • I j) which converges to 
0 in (E, I • [i) is convergent to 0 in (E, I • [i+1). 
Let x • Kj f') Li. Then there exist (x m) C K and (ym) C L such that IIx - 
x m IIj -+m 0 and IIx - ym 11i "+m 0. For all m, n • N we have 
[Tx  m - Tx  n + L°[j ~< Illrx ~ - rx"fll~--= [Ix m - xn[[ j  
~< IIx~ - x IIj Jr IIx - xn IIj' 
0 (3o SO (Tx m + L )m=l  is a Cauchy sequence in (E, I • l j). Since 
I rx  m + t°]i ~ IIIrx m - ry~ [ll~ = II xm - ymll i 
~< It xm - x[[ j  -t- IIx - ym II/ for m • N, 
then [Tx m + LO[i "+rn O. Thus [Tx m + L0[i+I -~m 0, SO there exists (z m) C L with 
[Ix m -zm[[i+x = ][[Tx m - TZm[[[iO1 ~m O. Then 
IIx - z"lli+x <-IIx - xm b + n xm - zmlli+l --'m O. 
Hence x • Li+I,  so Kj f3 Li C Li+I;  a contradiction. Thus the quotient (K°/L  °) of  
K ° has not the bounded approximation property. [] 
For the Fr6chet space (K°/L  °) (see the proof o f  Theorem 3) we can also show 
the following 
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Proposition 4. The Frdchet space ( K° / L °) (of countable type and with a contin- 
uous norm) is not isomorphic to any subspace of a Fr~chet space with a Schauder 
basis and a continuous norm. 
Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that E = (K°/L  °) is isomorphic to a closed 
subspace G ofa  K6the space K I = K(B1). Let S:E  ~ G be an isomorphism and 
let (11" I1~) be the standard base of norms on K 1. 
Then there exist two increasing sequences (lk), (tk) C N such that [Iaxll}k ~< 
Ixltk ~ llaxll~k+ ~ for all k ~ N, x ~ E, where (I • I~) is the base of norms on E, 
as in the proof of Theorem 3. Put i = tl and j = t3. Let (x m) be a Cauchy sequence 
in (E, I" I j) with Ixmli ~m O. Then (Sx m) is a Cauchy sequence in (G, 11 • II~ 3) 
and IlSxmll]l ~m O. It follows that Sx m --~m 0 in K r~ and IlSxmll~3 ~m 0; SO 
Ixmli+l --->'m 0. Thus any Cauchy sequence in (E, 1-I j) which converges to 0 in 
(E, ]-]i) is convergent to0 in (E, I" 1i+1). Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 3, we 
get a contradiction. [] 
Remark  5. In fact, (K°/L °) is not isomorphic to any closed subspace ofa  Fr6chet 
space with the bounded approximation property and a continuous norm, since in 
Lemma 2 it is enough to assume that F is isomorphic to a closed subspace of a 
Fr6chet space with the bounded approximation property and a continuous norm 
(see [3, Lemma 1.1]). 
Using Theorem 3 we get the following 
Corollary 6. Assume that a Frdchet space X with a Schauder basis (xn) is not 
isomorphic to any of the following spaces: co, co x K r~, IK N, CNo . Then X possesses 
a quotient without he bounded approximation property. 
Proof. By Theorem 3, it is enough to consider the case when X has no continuous 
norm. Then, as in the proof of Proposition 10 of [9], one can show that X is 
isomorphic to a product space [I,2=1 Xn, where Xn, n c N, are Frdchet spaces 
with a Schauder basis and a continuous norm. Since X is isomorphic to none 
of the following spaces: co x K r~, K •, Co N, then for some m E N the space X,, is 
non-normable. Thus X has a quotient isomorphic to a non-normable K6the space. 
Using Theorem 3 completes the proof. [] 
Corollary 7. Let E be an infinite-dimensional Frkchet space which is not isomor- 
phic to any of the following spaces: co, co x K N, K I~, CNo . Then E has a quotient 
without a Schauder basis'. 
In particular, any infinite-dimensional nuclear FrOchet space not isomorphic to 
K r~ has a quotient without a Schauder basis. 
Clearly, any quotient of c0 and K N has a Schauder basis. By Corollary 9.1 of [7], 
Proposition 9 of [9], and Proposition 3 of [11], we obtain a similar fact for co x K •. 
Now we shall prove that any quotient of Co N has a Schauder basis. 
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Lemma 8. Let E be a closed subspace of cNo . I f  the quotient c~ / E has a continuous 
norm, then E is isomorphic to c~ and is complemented in C~o , and c~/ E is 
normable. 
Proof. Let p be a continuous norm on cNo/E and let Jr: c~ ~ CNo/E be the quotient 
map. Let qk((Xn)) = kmaxl~<i~<k IlxiI1~ for k e N and (Xn) ~ CNo • Since (qk) is a base 
ofcontinuous seminorms on CNo, then p o Jr <~ qn for some n E N. Clearly, H = ker qn 
is isomorphic to Co N and is complemented in C~o, and CNo/H is isomorphic to co. Let 
G be a complement of H in Co ~. It is easy to see that E = (E n G) ~ H; hence 
E is isomorphic to c~. E ~ G is complemented in G, since G is isomorphic to 
co. It follows that E is complemented in Co N = G ~ H and CNo/E is isomorphic to 
G / G N E. Thus CNo / E is normable. [] 
Proposition 9. Any infinite-dimensional quotient of  C~o is isomorphic to one of 
the following spaces: co, co x K N, K N, CNo . In particular, any quotient of  C~o has 
a Schauder basis. 
Proof. Let E be a closed subspace of Co ~ and let Jr: Co ~ ~ Co N/E be the quotient 
map. Let (Pk) be a base of continuous eminorms on F = c~/E and P0 = 0. 
Let k ~ 1~1 and Gk = zr-l(kerpk). Clearly, the quotient c~/Gk has a continuous 
norm. By Lemma 8 there exists a continuous linear projection Pk from Co N onto 
Gk. It is not to hard to check that the map Tk:F --~ F, Jr(x) --+ zr(x - Pkx) is 
well defined, linear and T~-I(U) = zr(1 - Pk) - lz r - l (u)  for any U C Co N. Hence 
Tk is continuous and so Hk = ker(I - Tk) is a closed subspace of F. Note that 
Hk A kerpk = {0} and Hk + kerpk = F. Thus kerpk is complemented in F and so 
in kerpk-1, too. Let Xk be a complement ofkerpk in kerpk-1. It is easy to see that 
F is isomorphic to the product ]-]k~l X~. By Lemma 8, F/ker Pk is normable, since 
it is isomorphic to c~/Gk. Hence Xk is normable for any k e 1N. This completes our 
proof. [] 
Corollary 10. Any infinite-dimensional complemented subspace of  c~ is iso- 
morphic to one of  the following spaces: co, co x K N, K N, c~. In particular, any 
complemented subspace of cNo has a Schauder basis. 
The above proposition and corollary are somewhat surprising since any Fr6chet 
space of countable type is isomorphic to a closed subspace of Co N. 
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